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BOOKS FOR ISRAEL
Bookseller's Complaint

To the Editor of THE Jewisu CHBONICLS
Sm,—May 1 say how much 1 agree

with your correspondent, Mr. Pordes
(who wrote last week), regarding the
apathy with which a large proportion
of the Jewish public is inclined to
view the vital question of boots for
Israel.

As a university bookseller in constant
touch with the requirement* of students
both here and abroad, I find it distress-
ing to see Israel as practically the only
country to which British books are not
exported. The effect that this will have
on cultural relations between our two
countries can only be regretted if the
situation w allowed to continue.

Books can be exported to Israel against
sterling payment, restrictions existing only
with regard to the conversion of Israeli
currency.

Whether* the formation of a book*
supply house run as a business proposi-
tion, as Mr. Pordes suggests, is the
solution, is a matter for discussion. The
most important thing at the moment is
to appoint a committee to investigate the
problem. Action, however, is imperative.

FRANK CASS.
» 91 Southampton Row, W.C.I.

Timely Remiader
Sim*'—Your leading article dealing

with the scarcity of English reading
material in Israel was a timely
reminder. * : •

Your suggestion for a solution is an
admirable one, and it is to be hoped that
it .will be brought to the attention of the
authorities concerned

S. SlMONSOHN.
14 Netherhatl Gardens,

Corner Nutley Terrace, N.W.3.

THE South Essex Orphan Aid Society
field its first dinner and ball recently at
the Porchester Hall; £1,030 was raised

THE PERSISTENT QUESTIONER
liberal Judaism and

To the Editor of TIM JEWISH CHBONIOLB

St*,—In my article in the "Per-
sistent Questioner*' series (which
elicited Rabbi Petucbowski's comment
in your issue of November 20), 1
referred very briefly to throe features
of Orthodox Judaism which 1 could
not accept. Suspecting that many
"persistent questioners** found them-
selves in a similar position, 1 felt it
my duty to draw attention to the exis-
tence of a form of Judaism—Liberal,
Judaismr-which is "freer from these
features.

One of these I labelled " nationalism/*
meaning thereby that attitude which
envisages and approves the permanent
confinement of Judaism within a limited
national or racial framework. Of' this
1 instanced several symptoms, including
what I termed " Noachism." Since Rabbi
Petuchowski does not question my other

.instances his objection to this one does
"not invalidate my thesis. Nevertheless,

I do not think that his objection is
altogether justified.

•* Noachism " certainly has a positive
side* and. from an historical point of view
Rabbi Petuchowski is probably right in
stressing it. It implies a tolerance which
stands in favourable contrast with the
religious exclusivisrn of Pauline Chris-
tianity. At the same time it shows some
concern lor the spiritual and moral wel-
fare of non-Jews. My point is that it
does not show nearly enough. That is
its negative side. It falls snort of true
universalism. It therefore seemed an
appropriate and convenient term with
which to describe a certain phenomenon
in present-day Orthodox Judaism: the
view that Judaisift is intended solely for
a " priest-people *' defined by descent,
that its acceptance by non-Jews is neither
necessary nor especially to be desired,

and that the " Noachian minimum ** is
all that is required of them.

That this view has not always been
characteristic of Judaism is evident from
some of the Prophetic teachings, from
books like Ruth, from the controversy
an the subject between the schools of'
Htliet and Sfoqiftmai, and from the great
proselytising movements in Jewish his-
tory. It does, however, seem to be the
prevalent one in modern Orthodoxy. I
find it inadequate both because it
attaches an importance to descent which
is out of place in a universalistk religion,
and because I believe that Judaism has
far more to otter to the world than the
Noachian minimum (which, in most
formulations, involves nothing more than
the repudiation of polytheism and the
acceptance of the most elementary
standards of ordinary human decency).

Liberal Jews believe -that Judaism has
a positive mission to the world, in termv
far exceeding the limits of the Noachian
conception. I cannot here discuss its
practical implementation; but that this is
** under debate" among Liberal Jews
shows how concerned they are with it.
Such a view of the Jewish mission does
not imply the assertion that there is no
salvation outside Judaism. Rabbi Petu-
chowski does not seem to understand that
Liberal Judaism seeks to be free both

, from the religious particularism charac-
. teristic of orthodox Christianity and the
national particularism characteristic of
Orthodox Judaism.

-; He also /misunderstands Liberal
Judaism when^hc sees in its policy in
relation to proselytes an implicit ^ccept-

, ance of Noachism. That it does not
insist on mtta and tevila has nothing to
do with the matter. Liberal Judaism
does not require ritual ablution from
anyone; and as regards circumcision,
there are practical considerations applic-
able to adult proselytes which do not
arise in the case of Jewish infants. The
important point is. that, the proselytes
accepted by Liberal Judaism are not half-
Jews, but full Jews. They accept all the

-religious beliefs and ethical teachings of
I Judaism (as understood by Liberal
• Judaism); they observe its festivals and

practices; and they identify themselves
fully with the Jewish community. Mqre-
over, the .policy of British Liberal
Judaism in this respect (as in most other
respects) is identical with that of the
American Reform Movement in which
Rabbi Petuchowski was himself ordained!

(The Rev.VJoHN D. RAYNER.

42 Becmead Avenue,
London, S.W.I6.
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MANCHESTER REFORM
CONGREGATION

Invitation to Communal Rabbi
Declined

To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE

SIR,—We were blessed on Sunday
to see the opening and consecration
of our new synagogue, replacing on
another site the synagogue which was
destroyed by enemy action in 1941.
On this occasion the Communal Rabbi
and the other local ministers were
invited to attend, but by common
agreement declined.

I quote- from THE JEWISH CHRONICLE
dated March 8, 1857. when the founda-
tion-stone of our original synagogue was
laid. t>n that occasion Professor
Theodores, a very eminent scholar, gave
an address from . which I—extract the
following: ^ '

Watch out
for the Grand Opening

in time /or your Chanucah Shopping of

GINA
who will

Specialise in Children's Clothes
at prices to suit all pockets

94, WATLING AVENUE, BURNT OAK
EDGware 0434

" . . . The building . . . woukl be * prptest.
palpable as stone, against the usurpation of
intolerant power. It would remind tbcm,«4o all
time, that ihe most active impulse had been given
to the formation of their society*, by the bull of
excommunication' levelled by over-weening
Ecclesiastic* agaimt a number of their Metro-
politan brethren. . . —"

I suggest to you, Sir, that the Spirit of
those overweening ecclesiastics Jive's as
much today as it did a hundred years
ago. It would seem that, in spite of
pogroms, massacres, gas chambers, and
the like, we learn nothing; and that in
1953, when Gentile ministers honour us
with their presence and good will, our
own local coreligionists cannot do
likewise.

We were fortunate indeed in that the
Lord Mayor of Manchester and the
Mayor ol~ Sal ford. Orthodox coreli-
gionists, were sufficiently broadminded to
participate, obviously as Jews, in part of
the ceremony, by carrying a Sefer and
opening the Ark respectively! I submit
that theselay readers nave set an example,
which •* Orthodox ** clergy might weU
emulate.

Maybe our Rabbi P. Selvin Goldberg's
remarks in his sermon that " we pledge
ourselves to work on behalf of the whole
congregation of Israel and not for any
fragment thereof *' were re-echoed by the
Lord Mayor in his evening's speech when
he. too, pleaded for understanding and
harmony within the community. .

f% B. LlSTE*.
Chairman, Bmiding Committee.

Matte Hester €*mgrrgatitm of
British Jews.

9 Lancaster Road,
Didsbury, Manchester, 20.

AJEX REMEMBRANCE
PARADE

Weary Travellers
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHIONICLB

SIR,—In reply to your correspondent,
Mr. J. J. Cohere I should like him to
examine the matter from the Provin-
cial's point of view. Would he care lo
meet my contingent and see them
arrive at 5 o'clock on Sunday morn-
ing, after ,an all-night's travel, or
better still, at 5 o'clock on Monday
morning, after these two nights in the
train ; see them tired and weary after
two strenuous journeys of about seven
hours each, wending their way'home
and preparing to go to their daily
employment in a few hours9 time ?
Surely, after witnessing this he would <
not complain if they received any
preferential treatment at the Empress
Hall.

Added to all this, may I inform Mr.
Cohen that the cost per member is
£2 18s. lid. for a special one-day fare
Newcastle-London, plus the. cost of lea
and an evening meal, and the travel to
the Empress Hall and the return to
King's Cross. But for the continued
generosity of one of our Vice-Presidents,
thev would have to find an extra nine
shillings for lunch—the amount charged
to us oy the caterers

I congratulate Mr. Diamond on his
reply and his explanation of his alloca-
tion of seats, it being the fairest and most
equitable method that T know of.

M. GATOFF,
Chairman,

Newcastle upon Tyne Aiex.
17 Holderncss Road,

North Heaton,
Newcastle Mpon Tyne.
Proper Reunion Urged

SIR,—Year after year the old con-
troversy of the ex-Service men and
women's parade has been thrust upon
us. Please, I suggest, may we look at
this thing sensibly and constructively.

1 will grant that 3,000 is a poor turn-
out, and I am willing to be told that the
parade must go on. But why must we
continue to thrust our separateness upon
our former brothers in arms of different,
and varying, religious persuasions ? 1
most humbly submit that if our 3,000
good men and. true were to march on
Armistice Sunday we would be doing
ourselves a far greater service.

By all means . have your rally at the
Empress Hall, but, please, oh please,
make it a reunion of ex-Service men and
women, and not an anaemic cabaret.
Give us a k* rally in its proper sense
and the journey will become worth while.

247 Lee Lane, J. L. BERNSTEIN.
Horwich, Lanes.

Bemedalled Onlookers
SIR.—Mr. G. Joseph touches on an

important point when he says (in your
issue of last week): ** While the
parade was in progress I saw very
many Jewish ex-Servicemen standing
hy looking on (wearing their medals)."
How little of dignity was added to the
scene by these people—Londoners for
sure: provincials would hardly travel
so far to effect so little.

True to the vaunted Jewish tradition
of individualism, they came to drape their
medals over the kerb-side rails of While-
hall, rather than march with their com-
rades. If they did it for a bit of self-
glorification, they failed; there were too
many of them this year. If any of them
should happen to read this, perhaps they
will swallow their pride next time and
share in the act of rededication, in
homage to those who do not march
because they arc no more.

A. BERNARD LYONS.
Chairman, A /ex. Willesden Branch,

205 Fordwych Road, N.W.2.

KEREN HATORAH GRANTS
At a recent meeting of the Keren

Hatorah Committee, grants were made
to religious and educational institutions
in London, Leeds, Gateshead, Israel, and
France.

A grant of £400 was also given recently
to the Yesodey Hatorah School for the
establishment of a new branch in
North^Wcst London.

DECEMBER 4, 1953

YESHIVA ANI>
UNIVERSITY

A'"Hybrid" Institution
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHtowcu

SIR,—Professor Yoffey give*
-interesting account in his article iJSL
iished recently) of the great e f t
buttons of the yeshivi . t 0 S

-learning; and culture duria* the bS
two millennia-, but he i* tantalising
brief about the detailed" plans if®
Yeshiva-University which the
rachi plan to establish-in Israel
of which Professor Yoffey is
the chief sponsors in this co

There may well be a need for
yeshiva in Israel to supply wcli-iiun*
rabbis and to produce scholarly laymen
There is certainly an urgent need to
expand and strengthen the work of the
main institutes of higher leamint m
Israel, namely, the Hebrew Univerakv0

the Technion, and the Weizmann Insfi!
tute. But 1 am not quite clear why we
need the hybrid institution, the Yeshiva.
University.

I take such an institution to be a
university dominated by a system of
relifeious belief. If this is an accurate
definition, then the notion of a Yeshiva.
University is neither new nor peculiarly
Jewish.' Oxford and Cambridge in ihe
first half of the nineteenth century quite
clearly belonged to this category.—fiey
were controlled by the Anglican faith
and they excluded dissenters. Jews,
Catholics, and other heretics. Had they
continued cm these lines they would by
now have degenerated into insignificant
seminaries, but after they had beta
radically reformed on secular lines they
became the great centres of learning
which we admire today.

King's College, London, was founded
by the Anglican interest as a sort of
Yeshiva-University to counter the
influence of the \* pagan" University
College. I know little of the early his-
tory o f K j n g V but when 1 was a student
and teacher there the yeshiva was repre-
sented by a Faculty of Theology, a
Chapel, and a Dcaru and a college rule
forbidding lectures before 10 a.m. to
enable students to attend Chapel, but
the rest of the work of the college was-
entirely free from religious influence or
restraint.

I gather from my reading that the
Soviet universities arc of the Yeshiva-
University type. All students, it appears,
must attend courses in Marxism-Leninism
and all subjects must be uiughUn accor-
dance with the doctrine of dialectic
materialism. This doctrinal influence
certainly cannot have been of assistance
to general university work in the Soviet
Union. We have Catholic universities in
Ireland, Canada, and the U.S.A. to which
the same objections may be made.

I thought that it was now generally
taken for granted that the work of the
universities can flourish only in an atmo-
sphere of academic freedom, the only
restriction on the work of the staff being
that they must pursue truth as they see
ii. They cannot do so if the governing
body are already in possession of the
truth in a revealed form.

Professor Yoffcy would render a great
service to university work in Israel it nc
would explain to us how academic free-
dom is compatible with the notion ot
Yeshiva-University.

(Professor) SAMSON WRIGHT.
Department of Physiology.

Middlesex Hospital Medical School,
W.I . ^

HOME FOR INCURABLES
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONIC*

SIR,—While sympathising with your
correspondent's recent remarks regaro-
ing theJewish Home for Incurably
I wish to draw the attention of you*
readers to a number of i w *
incurables who are permanently in
care of the Northern GxoupJ^111

(Highlands, Winchmore Hm«
with whom I am in regular

^ The position of these PC(?J>* S,1

compare with those in the Homf
they arc not "forgotten,
simply unheard of by
general. (Mrs.)

56 Chandos Avenue
Whetstone, N.20.
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INTERMARRIAGE
PROBLEM

Marriage Bureau Needed
To the Editor of THB JEWISH CHBOHICLB ''

SIR,—I have read for the past few
weeks the letters on intermarriage
problems which have been very
interesting. . ,

All I wont to say is there should be a
non-profit-making Jewish marriage
bureau. -,

There arc bfcnty of clubs for those
aged 18 to 25 years, but what about
those over 25 years of age ? There are
plenty of them who feel out of place
when they visit clubs and find, mostly
teenagers' and persons in their early
twenties. . - . '

I know that the Maccabi Club at Com-
payne Gardens have started one ni^ht a
week for the over-25s; but the majority
who attend are married. It would be
a very good thing if the majority of clubs.
gave those over 25 years of age a chance.

It is very easy for some people to
think that it is simple for women not to
intermarry, but there is certainly no
excuse for a man to do so with so many
Jewish girls about

(Miss) S. BROWN.
51 Reynolds House, E.2.

Club's Facilities
t,—It is with much amazement

that 1 read the letters printed in your
issue of November 20 concerning
intermarriage, and after reading the
arguments contained therein 1 can
only say that 1 think your correspon-
dents have not got a leg to stand on.

Miss ZetTertfs letter lists the attrac-
tions in taking out the expensive girl.
Does she honestly think that a boy
immediately sizes up his ** date's " finan-
cial position before he takes her out ?
If she does think this, she should examine
closely her circle of friends !

The other two letters deal directly with
the lack of facilities for meeting-people
of their own age, particularly the 18 to
25 age group, and I would suggest that
they pay a visit to my society.

Here, we endeavour to create a happy
and pleasant atmosphere for people of
18 to 40 years of age, and I can only
quote figures to show our margin of
success. Our membership after four
years is over the hundred mark, members
travelling from as far /east as Barking
and as" far west as Wpking. 'Since we
started we have had oW marriage and
over half a dozen engagements.

No, Sir,, there is absolutely no argu-
ment on this subject of intermarriage
as laid down by your'correspondents.

DEREK S. COLLINS.
Chairman, South of ihe Thames

. Jewish Society.
60Sa1ford Road, S.W.2.

RIGHT JS-/MIGHT
Professor Roth on the

Moral Issue
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE

SIR,—Problems of morals are
notoriously complicated, and 1 have
no wish to add to the difficulties raised
by what is now called the Qibya inci-
dent. Dr. Cohen's summing-up is
clear. The Israelis, he says, are
censurable, but most of the censurers
should have remained silent.

So far so good. Two of the factors
involved (the Israelis on the one hand
and the rest of the world on the other)
have been satisfactorily dealt with. But
there are other factors to be considered
as well. There is, for example, the
religion, or the system of thought, called
Judaism. And there are, too, the non-
Israeli «Jews considered either in them-
selves or in so far as they represent, or
profess, Judaism. The problem is
whether either Judaism or Jewry can
acquiesce in this ** incident." It is the
type of action which we have been
accustomed to say that Judaism taught
the world to condemn and from which
Jewry has itself so often suffered. If we
identify ourselves with it now or condemn
its condemners, where will Jewry be the
next time if itself is the victim; and what
will Jews be able to say the next time
Judaism is- attacked ?

Shall we still be able to say that we
demand one law for all and that we do
not do to others what we do not wish
others to do to us ? That the lex
talionis is not Jewish; that we abhor the
spilling of blood even of animals; that
we are commanded in the Pentateuch to
care, for the non-Jew (** love the
stranger ".), fas was noted by the rabbis
of another day, thirty-six times ? Shall
we still be able to say that the institu-
tion of properly constituted courts for
the investigation of crime is one of the
fundamental moral requirements of
Judaism; that the Tgrah bans private
revenge and insists on due process of
law; that fathers should not be killed
for the sins of children nor children for
the sins of their fathers, but each man
should suffer for hiy- own acts: that
responsibility before berth God and man
is in Jewish eyes personal ?

Dare we repeat the, eld_commonplaces

Enjoy a Delightful Voyage to

ISRAEL
by

s.s. PACE
Twin Scr«w,

Speed
17 knots.

Accommodation for 280 p«s*€noers in
SINGLE-. TWO-, and o™REE-1lERTM
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or SHOWER faculties.

SWIMMING-POOL, ORCHESTRA,
DECK GAMES, etc., «tc.
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CYPRUS and H A I F A

The Cuisine h Halian but KOSHER MEALS
will be gladly served on request.

IGNAZIO MESSINA fir CO. — Genoa.

Fw further information apply Travel Agent or

M. C. FRED HUNTER
87, Bishopsgate, London, T "

'Phone: AVEntie 5524

Dr. Cohen's principle is perilously near
that of the jungle, according to which
there is no real judge af all since each,
man is his own judge. To do only what
is right in one's own eyes is the Bibles
vecy definition at wrong.

farther, is Dr. Cohen really sure, as
he says, that Jewish condemners of the
Qibya incident probably condemned it
for fear of " what the Gentiles might
say " ? Should he not credit his fellow-
Jews with a normal share of human feel-
ing, and is it unreasonable for men to
think that babies and unarmed women
are human beings although they happen
to live over a border ? But even assum-
ing hh suspicion to be true, is it indeed
so wrong to take into account, and even
to be guided by, other people's judg-
ments ? Is not that the way in which
moral ideas are in fact inculcated and
Spread ? I can quite conceive a Jew
saying: " I cannot judge this matter my-
self. I have been taught that Judaism
is a religion of justice and love. And
I have been told that the new State of
Israel was founded on justice and love.
Lei me hear what the world says before
1 condemn my people and my religion.
Perhaps I am too obtuse; or too
sensitive."

Such a Jew (and there must be many
of them) would, I fear, search in vain
for even the half-hearted approval of the
Qibya incident. He would probably have
heard it condemned in the same terms
as the *' incidents ** of Lidice and
Oradour. And I am afraid it is no use
our saying: " Look what is being done
by their own people in this place or that.
Why don't they raise their voices there ?
Why just against us?" In the first
place, two wrongs do not make one
right. And, secondly, and more impor-
tantly, is it not perhaps a compliment
to Jews and Judaism- that our friends- say
to us: ** We expected better of you"

LEON ROTH.
3 Merton Street,

Newnham, Cambridge.

GENERAL ZIONISTS IN
BRITAIN

Attempt at Split Denied
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE

L>arc we repcttimo.u>ul.Illlu..F.a^, .SIR.—I-.Ttiade it quite clear and
of which we were dnce so proud that explicit that all my activity is confined
. ... L «_ ••—*..i •„ „„«;,* within'the English Zionist Federation.

I do not intend to split, on the con-
trary I have already succeeded in
stimulating a number of Zionist

of which we were once so p
Jewish courts were so careful to avoid
the shedding of blood that they dis-
allowed all circumstantial evidence and
in practice all but abashed the dea.th
penalty ? If kindness t6 animals is the
essence of shechiur and we resent any
breath of denigration of that venerable

societies and brought interest and
vitality among them. The news thatDream or aemgraircm «i mm vcuciduic vitality among them

(and honourable) institution, can we cry there is a strong General Zionist Party
.__.__. • . —j --law-—i ~\nA«A yn ] s r a e j n a s elevated their spirits andout. against honest and liberal-minded

men, even of other religions arid types
of thought, who. on the grounds taught
bv Judajsm, recognise an Israeli action
for wtfat it is ?

The real tragedy is, of course, for the
Israelis.1 And it does not lie in the
political deterioration of their borders.
It lies jn the moral deterioration of their
souls. What manner of men are these
who could contrive this action, or what
persons could carry it out ? And what
manner of men are these who, arrogantly
dismissing the moral issue, bemuse them-
selves and us with their realpoliiik ?
When terrorism is used as an instrument
of policy the worst consequences fall
on those who use it.

And here I should refer again to Dr.
Cohen's fetter. Dr. Cohen says that we
haye.no right to object to the ** drastic
action " taken by the Israelis at Qibya
unless we ' could conscientiously assert
that in the circumstances we would not
have done the same thing ourselves. I
think that the detail of his formulation
of the facts of the case could be ques-
tioned : but is Dr. Cohen's general prin-
ciple sound ? It is surely a truism that
the very meaning of morality is the cor-
rection of feeling by judgment. Judgment
to be judgment must be external to the
Tacts judged: else why the institution of
independent witnesses and courts of law ?

in Israel has elevated their spirits and
hope that ultimately Israel may be a
dwelling place, a home, and a State
-where they could invest without fear
of - nationalisation, socialisation, or
undermining.

Dr. Fox charges me with endeavouring
to interrupt the- prevailing harmony in
the E.Z.F. I can sec his point and that
of the officials with vested interests. I
realise that they would like to continue
that way, no criticism, no questions, no
interference, or interruptions—a glorious
position in which every dominating group
or party wishes to remain. My opinion
on this kind of attitude of so-called
General Zionists, like Dr. Fox, Mr.
Baksumsky, and his ** yes men," in
preventing the organisation and the
uniting together of the General Zionists
in this country, is that they arc actually
introducing '* birth-control "and inducing
political abortion.

JOSEPH RIVLIN.
The Cumberland Hotel,

_ Marble Arch. W.I.

DEPUTIES A GERMAN
REARMAMENT
Paris Example

To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE

SIR,—As the movet of the reference
back of paragraph HI of the last
report of the Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee of the Board of Deputies, may.
I point out to Mr. Tibbcr and others
that the campaign which 1 have pro-
posed would not be outside the proper
bounds of the Board's activities, as he
suggests. Indeed, the Board have in
the past organised public meetings and
published considerable literature on
this and other issues which vitally
affect the Jewish people.

I quite agree with Mr. Tibbcr (who
wrote last week) that the President's state,
ment gave the impression (f hope
wrongly) that he and the committee have
accepted the principle of German rearma-
ment. On the other hand Mr. Tibbcr
seems to be content with a statement of
opposition on the part of the Board and v

implies that nothing more should be done.
If the Jewish people had been content
with such a negative attitude over the
Middle East, the State of Israel would
never have been created.

Your report of the formation in Paris
of a Jewish committee to combat German
rearmament in any form should inspire
the Board of Deputies tc the adoption of
similar measures in this country, and they
would be assured of support from wide,
sections of the non-Jewish community:

CECIL H. GEVESE.
Stone House, Stone Grove, .

Edgware, Middlesex

REPORTED SUICIDE OF
GERMAN AUTHOR

Rumours Denied
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHKONICLB

SIR,—A few weeks ago you reported
the death of the East German writer
Friedrich Wolf and riventioned that
rumours reaching West Berlin
attributed his death to suicide as a
result of his alleged connection with
the Slansky circle. I think that it may
interest your readers to know such
facts about his death as I have been
able to discover. /

The obituary notice in NEUES
DEUTSCHLAND, a leading East German
paper, on October 6 reported his death
in honoured terms. Messages of sympathy
and appreciation were sent to his widow
from the Socialist Unity Party and (he

Continued in next column

President, Wiiberm Pieck During the
week before kit death Wolf was suffer to*
from a frver. Detail* of bis but 4»ys
are given by Alexander Abtufb tat tat
East German -paper Sotrcri A0 on
October 18. Ill though- he was, he
attended a dress rehearsal of one of his
plavs in Leipzig. He was forced to retire
to bed, but managed to deliver an address
promised in connection wkk the !25th
anniversary celebrations of the puWUhfni
bouse of Reclam. Up to the last minute
be was preparing for the production of
a new play and turn of his on the subject
of Thomas Munzer He suffered an
attack of thrombosM and died of heart
failure* not—as reported by the Wist
German Dm WELT on October 6—at
Nkderscbonhausen, but at tits home at
Lennitz, near Berlin. The last of im
friends to see him alive was Karl Klein*
schmidt, * member of the Pracf&uum of
the Kutturbund, And his account of
Wolfs last letter to him, written on hi*
deathbed, can be read in the November
issue of the East German ALTBAU.- "

R. HIMTON THOMAJ.
The University.

Edmund Street, Birmingham. 3.

Point* from Letter*

BROADCAST OF TALMUD SHIL*
The Department for To rah Education

and Culture of the Jewish Agency would
be most grateful to listeners to Rabbi
Jacob HerzogV Talmud shiur in English
on Kol Zion Lagola (which is held every
Saturday night) lor their comments on
the reception and suitability of time. Or
in fact, any suggestions that may help
to improve this cultural venture. Com-
ments should be addressed to me.—
(Rabbi) S. SPERBFIIJ 35 Great Russell
Street, London, W.C.I.

HACKNEY »OYS» CLUB
I wish to notify the Jewish community

of the Hackney district and immediate
vicinity that the Hackney BoyV
Under-13s Club is now functioning at the
premises of the Hackney Associated
Clubs, 4 Martello Street, E.8. New
entrants are most welcome on Mondays
and Thursdays, 6 to 1.30 p.m., when
they may participate in a varied pro'
gramme.—I. REBACK, Hon. Leader, Hack*
ney Boys' Junior Club.

TOYS FOR CHILD PATIENTS
It has been the practice at this theatre

over the years to allow patrons or any-
one else to hang gifts on the Xmas tree
in our foyer. These gifts are sen! to the
children's ward of the Hackney Hospital.
Anyone placing a gift on the tree mpy
add their name and address. To bring
happiness to children should be universal.
—M. ZAIDNER, Regent Theatre, la
Amhurst Park, Stamford Hill, N.1*.

FROM SOUTHAMPTON TO NEW YORK

The good life afloat
From the early mornint orange
juicetothc late-night liqueurs,'the
good ttfeMrir your finger tip* with
Holland-America, where tophis*
ttested '' elegance, laughter and
tranquility arc as much pan of the
day-to-day scene as chairman*si2e
menus for ocean appetites. So,
whether you are a world celebrity
(striving to maintain your in-
cognito) . . . or just a simple

lover ol the bett in
everything . . .

A NEW ERA IN TOURIST TRAVEL

SOUTHAMPTON - HALIFAX NEW YORK
Calling at Oerbourg and Cobh.

T.S.S."OLYMPIA"
23.000 GROSS TONS. 21 KNOTS.

• FIRST CLASS far« from £96 to £146.
• AUTTOUIUST aaommodation from £60 to £70.
A revolution in Tourist travel, Th# Greek Line's n«w

offers unprecedented luxury at tourist rates.

GREEK LINE
Jt fICCADILLY, PpjJJAM
ftwfcMwilat

Next «o«»»n©* :
Dec 13. 1953, Jon. 18, lAor. 24, 1954

ACCOMMODATION FOR
FOREIGN STUDENTS

To the Editor* of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE

SIR.—Durifig the past months the
Inter-University Jewish Federation has
been the recipient of numerous letters
from overseas students and their
parents, requesting us to arrange
accommodation with suitable Jewish
families in the. British Isles.

It has therefore been decided to com-
pile a full list of such families, so as to
ensure that adequate accommodation will
be available when it is required. I
should, therefore, be grateful if all who
are able to assist us would get in touch
with me, stating particulars of accommo-
dation available (specifying age, sex,
degree of Orthodoxy of proposed visitor),
duration of stay, terms, exchange scheme,
free accommodation, or as a paying
guest, and any other relevant informa-
tion.

We hope thus not only to repay in
some smalt measure the hospitality which
we have so unstintingly received abroad,
but also That the presence of oversea*
students in our midst will lead to a
greater understanding and unity among
Jewish youth and thus ultimately serve
to strengthen (lie Jewish people.

(Miss) L. NEWMAN,
Foreign Secretary, I.UJf.

202 Hale Lane,
Edgware, Middlesex

GOOD TO Bi OM A W£ll'*U* SHi*
TmU d*4mU» §w*m y+ur Trmrwt A$*nl mr

l i » . 130. Ml Mai. U a * * . S.W.I. IWl I ill tf?2

FOR WINTER SPOUTS
AND WINTER SUNSHINE
14 day French Riviera
14 day Palma de Maliorca SI
14 day Kitzbuhl, Tyrol 41
Tour of Israel

via Cyprus (Skyways) £12t
By regular airlines (El Al,

B.O.A.C., etc., etc.) £150

r , for <Wt«Us:

APAL TRAVEL LTD
World Travel Service

w ^^rw VXIOTV *nwi» UMMh w«W*l*
$0/51, tit** Hifciw, liaiiw. WJCI

Write.
'phone, or
ctdljor
free iUmsiraied broetmre*
etcphonc: MUSeum 915UZJ

3&i
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